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A trainer from Safe Spaces Handing over the Reproductive Health and Life
Skills Curriculum to our teacher.

Dear friend,

We hereby send you plenty of greetings in the name of
the Lord. How have you been? We are hopeful that that this
finds you well and in good health.
We are fine too. It is very cold currently in Nairobi.
The second term of the academic year 2022 began very
well. The term shall run for ten weeks with a three days break.
If all goes well, the term shall end on 16th Sept,2022.
During this month of July, we had two main activities
taking place in the school. We had a team from Safe Spaces
coming in to train our teachers , held open discussions on the
use of the reproductive health and life skills curriculum.
There was also a football game tournament organized by a
cluster of neighbouring schools in Matopeni. We participated
in the event. For an in-depth coverage, kindly spare a few
moments of your time to read through this July
bulletin.
We take this great opportunity to thank you for your
endless support. We look forward to bigger, better and bright
future!
Welcome to this month’s Newsletter!
Thank you.

SAFE SPACES TRAINING OF TEACHERS
A team from Safe Spaces led
by Allan and Catherine visited the
school in late July.
They came for a teachers training
on the use of Reproductive Health
and Life Skills Curriculum.
The training was mainly on
introduction of life skills and
reproductive health program,
Methodology and Approach on
handling kids, how to engage
them on issues relating to
Menstruation, Safety,
Adulthood ,the language and
delivery of System Information.
They handed over a copy of
the curriculum to the school. The
teachers will implement the
curriculum fully and incorporate
it in the regular curriculum.

FOOTBALL GAMES TOURNAMENT
Sports form an
integral part of the
extra-curriculum activities
that are incorporated into
the school calendar.

It is for this reason
that there was held a
football tournament that
featured nine schools in
Matopeni and its environs.
The two day
tournament saw schools
won various prizes from
trophies, balls and
awarded certificates.
Our girls teams
emerged position three
overall while the boys
settled for position four.
We thank our
well-wishers who have
supported us with games
equipment ranging from
balls, shoes to jerseys.
We look forward to
a better performance in
the forth coming event.

Thank you for your
time. Have a great moment!
Yours in service,
Chrispine Ochieng.

